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MEMO FROM THE DEAN: 
Enrollment 
We began the academic year with the 
largest enrollment-405 students-in the 
school's history. A special note of thanks is 
extended to our graduates who helped us 
select from more than 1,900 applications, 
the exceptionally well qualified 106 new 
fre.shm~~· They come from 60 colleges or 
umvers1t1es and are representatives of 30 
states, territories or allied countries. The 
national and international scope of the 
school is being maintained. 
New Department 
A new Department of Epidemiology and 
Environmental Health has replaced that of 
Preventive Medicine and Community Health. 
Its educational programs will extend from 
the training of preventive health assistants 
to doctoral degrees. One of our graduates 
who is exceptionally well qualified to develop 
a world-wide program in human ecology is 
scheduled to head up this new department 
beginning January, 1967. 
Visiting Professor Program 
Success with full-time visiting professors 
and guest lecturers has led to a comprehen-
sive plan to invite a series of Visiting Profes-
sors to serve with us for short stays. These 
Visiting Professors will be selected from the 
many highly qualified teachers who come to 
Washington in various capacities. Our stu-
dents and faculty will benefit immensely 
from these associations. The Visiting Profes-
sors program will be coordinated with the 
departmental chairmen by Dr. Frank N. 
Miller, Jr. We are using all currently avail-
able resources to meet the national need for 
well qualified physicians. 






The success of the 1965-66 Annual Sup-
port Program with more than 1,000 alumni 
and friends contributing to the sunny side 
of $60,000 is very encouraging. New all-time 
records reflect the earnest efforts of Chair-
man Howard E. Ticktin '54, the cooperation 
of the State Chairmen and Class Chairmen, 
and an increasing awareness of the merit of 
financial support for the medical school. 
Elsewhere in this issue, donors' names and 
class contributions are listed. 
Next year we hope we can greatly expand 
this listing as more alumni appreciate the 
importance of this annual contribution in 
enabling the medical school to strengthen its 
position. Once again Howard E. Ticktin 
has agreed to lead the coming campaign 
toward an ambitious goal of $100,000. Let's 
help him attain that goal. 
Meetings 
In the recent questionnaire sent to medical 
alumni, your President seeks information 
about the types and numbers of professional 
meetings attended annually. With growing 
financial support, there is a refreshing swell 
of interest in the ties that bind the School 
and the practitioner. Your cooperation in 
strengthening these ties will be most wel-
come, and may easily lead to more alumni 
receptions conducted by area alumni with 
visiting faculty, administrators and even 
medical students, as well as the contact with 
alumni officers. 
GEORGE SPECK '41 
OPENING ASSEMBLY 
Dr. William H. Stewart, Surgeon Gen-
eral of the U.S. Public Health Service, 
told the Opening Assembly audience in 
September that "the rough winds blowing 
around the medical profession are the 
winds of change, carrying us into a new 
and deeply satisfying era of service to 
our fellow man." 
Dr. Stewart listed the essentials in fol-
lowing a medical career as professional 
competence, a scientist's vision and a 
sense of commitment, and named some 
freedoms young physicians might expect 
to enjoy. 
The physician charged with the nation's 
health problems said there are 50 million 
more people for the professions to serve 
than when he graduated from medical 
school 20 years ago, and procedures and 
techniques undreamed of in 1945 are 
routinely performed today. 
"Science," he said, "is self-accelerating. 
One new discovery may open ten or 
twenty doors. One new development in 
research technology may prepare the way 
for a hundred important experiments." 
Dr. Stewart enumerated new freedoms 
that medical students may anticipate. 
FREEDOM from a sense of futility-fewer 
patients will come for help in vain; 
FREEDOM of productive association and 
collaboration-strengthened allied health 
teams permit devotion of full effort to 
tasks for which physicians are best quali-
fied. Continued 
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FREEDOM of choice-in increasing di-
versity of medical specialties and career 
opportunities through research, govern-
ment or international service, and medical 
administration. 
Dr. Sizoo's Prayer: 
The Opening Assembly Prayer was the 
last one written by The Rev. Dr. Joseph 
R. Sizoo, who died August 28 after de-
livering a sermon in New York. Dr. Sizoo 
loved the medical school and his associa-
tions there and this affection was warmly 
returned. 
Almighty God, source of all healing, 
fountain of all wisdom, and author of all 
learning, who has opened the mind of 
man to discern knowledge and truth, 
grant Thy blessing upon our Medical 
School as it begins another academic year. 
May Thy favor rest upon those who join 
this fellowship of the concerned for the 
first time. Bless those who teach with 
wisdom, understanding, and dedication. 
Bless those who learn with eagerness, 
alertness, and industry rightly to discern 
the word of truth ·that makes men free. 
Be their strength in every testing; be their 
light in all uncertainty; be their guide in 
every peril; keep them from compromis-
ing ideals; keep them chaste in their 
thoughts, courteous in all their dealings 
with one another, diligent in their learn-
ing, humble in their achievements, and 
dedicated to their goals. Accomplish 
through them Thy great purpose of good 
will and well being to all men. And in 
that service may they find joy and peace, 
For Thy name's sake, Amen 
Dr. Charles Stanley White and University Trustee Chairman E. K. Morris have a 
word with Dean Parks and Professor Calabrisi before Opening Assembly at Lisner 
Auditorium. (L to R) Dr. Parks, Dr. White, Prof. Calabrisi, Mr. Morris . 
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Medical Alumni President George Speck and Director of Alumni Relations Ellwood 
Smith flank six students whose relatives went the GWU way before them. Left to 
right: Dr. Speck; Thomas E. Bageant, whose father is Dr. William E. Bageant '39; 
Charles E. Law, Jr., son of Dr. Charles Law '39; Michael S. Sommer, whose 
mother, brother and wife are GWU grads and his grandfather a former dean; 
William Lynch, son of a law grad; Douglas F. Cannon, whose father is Dr. Jesse 
Floyd Cannon '41; John W. Lyles, Jr., whose mother is a GWU alumna; and 
Mr. Smith . Not shown are two other alumni-related freshmen: Harold P. Strunk, 




Professor Paul Calabrisi has been se-
lected as the first Alumni Professor after 
nomination by medical students and fac-
ulty and approval by the Alumni Associ-
ation. 
The honor was set up by the Associa-
tion in support of faculty salaries in the 
pre-clinical sciences, an important by-
product of the Medical Annual Support 
Program. Dr. Cal will formally receive 
his award at the Medical Alumni Associa-
tion Luncheon in Washington on Novem-
ber 14. 
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Dr. Cal has been a member of the 
Anatomy faculty since 1938, when he 
began as a Fellow and rose through the 
ranks to his present full professorship in 
1955. He received his BA from Catholic 
University, his MA from GWU and his 
PhD from Trinity College, Cambridge. 
Students of the Class of '59 dedicated 
the Speculum to Dr. Cal in an affectionate 
tribute indicating the esteem that has 
earned him the first Alumni Professorship. 
They wrote: 
His lectures were beautiful and he had 
the gift of making anatomy interesting 
and vital. We felt quite blessed in having 
a true anatomist and visitors from other 
schools confirmed our feelings. We did 
very well on anatomy boards, as have all 
his classes. To him, medicine and the 
medical sciences were a calling and, al-
though we had more ingenious fun than 
at any other time in our lives, we could 
not but help to acquire from him a sense 
of dignity and of honor in the professiou. 
To him, each new freshman held the 
breath of hope, the dream of promise, and 
the love of individuality, and he kept 
these things alive in us. Good advice, re-
lief from fears, recognition-these things 
were needed, sought and given freely. We 
kidded him in the Follies and he loved it. 
Harding wrote the song about "You Gotta 
Have Nerve" just for him-the best song 
of all the Follies. He always had plenty 
of time for you, yet, he carried on many 
other activities: the admissions, the arti-
cles, our lectures, the guest lectureships; 
and he was a member of the American 
Association of Anatomists, .the Anatomi-
I 
r 
cal Society of Great Britain and Ireland. 
GW Medical Society, Smith-Reed-Russell, 
Phi Chi, Beta Beta Beta, and several 
others. People teach for diverse reasons, 
but Dr. Calabrisi teaches for the love of 
teaching, for the love of the student. He 
has many great gifts, and therefore many 
gifted pupils. At the end of these four 
years he is our good friend, wise counsel 
and an inspiration. To Dr. Paul Calabrisi, 
a singular and splendid man, the Class of 




The Kane-King Obstetrical Society of 
the School of Medicine will celebrate its 
30th Anniversary in the spring of 1967. 
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Plans are being made by Dr. Samuel M. 
Dodek, Founder and Faculty Advisor, to 
have the anniversary celebration observed 
during the meeting of The American Col-
lege of Obstetricians and Gynecologists in 
Washington, D.C., in April, 1967. 
Dr. Dodek urges all alumni who were 
student members of the Society to contact 
him by mail as soon as possible: 1730 
Eye Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20006, giving him names, addresses and 
types of medical practice which they are 
pursuing. 
NEW AWARD 
The National Foundation Merit Award 
consists of a prize of $250 to be given to 
the student who writes the best thesis or 
paper on any subject relating to "Birth 
Defects." These papers may be based on 
original research or literature reviews. 
Upon completion, the paper should be 
submitted to Dr. Frank N. Miller, Associ-
ate Dean for Student and Curricular Af-
fairs. It would be preferable for the selec-
tion of the best thesis to be made prior 
to the William Beaumont Society Re-
search Day program on February 22, 
1967. If it is not possible to make the 
choice of a meritorious paper by that 
time, it will be made from papers sub-
mitted by April 15, 1967. A committee of 
judges will be selected from faculty mem-
bers knowledgeable in the field of birth 
defects. 
THE D.S.M. FOR 
DR. GEORGE CAL VER 
"PHYSICIAN-EMERITUS" 
"After a long and distinguished career 
this friend of hundreds of Members of 
Co~gress past and present, has volun-
tarily retired . . . as a result of which the 
Congress will be deprived of a beloved 
physician, a valued friend and a dedi-
cated Naval officer . . . he has given 
Mei:nbers of Congress good care, good 
advice, and has always been a good 
friend, one who never breaks a confi-
dence . . . a wise and kindly physician 
-a professional man of great learning 
and competence - who has zealously 
sought to protect and preserve the health 
of all the Members for many years .. . " 
Thus came the tributes, from Speaker 
John W. McCormack and Members of 
Congress to Dr. George W. Calver as he 
retired after 38 years as Capitol physician. 
Speaker McCormack designated him 
"Physician-Emeritus of the House of 
Representatives" in a highlight of the 
non-partisan tributes. 
Dr. Calver, assigned by the Navy to 
attend the Nation's Congressmen when he 
was a Lieutenant Commander in 1928 
retired as a Vice Admiral after 53 year~ 
of continuous active duty. 
Son of a Washington physician, Dr. 
Calver graduated from GW medical 
school in 1912 and entered the Navy the 
following year. After a career of achieve-
ment he retired in 194 7 but continued 
on active duty as medical officer in at-
tendance on the Congress. 
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The first to hold the post of Capitol 
physician, Dr. Calver, who in 1928 
carried his office with him-in his medi-
cal bag-and whose center of operations 
was the Democratic cloak room, has im-
proved and expanded the facilities. 
Preventive medicine is the only way to 
assure good health, he advises: "Give 
five percent of your time to keeping well 
and you won't have to spend one hundred 
percent of your time getting over being 
sick." 
The Distinguished Service Medal is pinned 
to the uniform of Vice Admiral George 
W. Calver by the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, Admiral David L. McDonald. Dr. 
Calver, the first Attending Physician at the 
Capitol, was cited for his outstanding service 
to the nation. 
1965-1966 MEDICAL SUPPORT PROGRAM OVER THE TOP 
Latest figures in the Medical .Annual 
Support Program just concluded have 
been released by Chairman Howard 
Ticktin '54. They show a total of 986 
donors who contributed a total of $60,-
• Class of 1905 . Class of 1918 
Amount: $35.00 Amount: $40.00 
Rbodric W. Browne Herb:rt H. 
George F. Stiles Schoenfeld 
Katherine W. 
• Class of 1906 Wright 
Amount: $100.00 Class of 1919 
Roy C. Hefleb:iwer Amount: $35 .00 Dallas G. Sutton Robert R. Hottel Arthur N. Tasker Joseph Kreiselman 
. Class of 1911 . Class of 1920 
Amount: $1,050 00 Amount : $100.00 
Oliver C. Cox Ralph G. Beaehley 
Arthur C. Smith, Sr. Nicholas A. 
Mandelos 
• Class of 1912 Frank L. Williman 
Amount: $325.00 . Class of 1921 
Daniel L. Borden 
George W. Calver Amount: $45 .00 
Jesse I. Sloat Aubrey D. Fischer ClaIJ Chairman 
. Class of 1913 Arturo Cadilla Herman F. Suongin 
Josiah B. 
Henneberger . Class of 1922 
• Class of 1915 
Amount: $70.00 
George Nordlinger 
Amount: $300.00 Clau Chairman 
Carroll E. Bingman Grover 0. Bradley 
Enc S. Green Joshua W. Davies 
Paul S Putzki Charles J . Demas 
. Class of 1916 . Class of 192 3 
Amount: $255.00 Amount: $520.00 Benjamin F. 
E. Garence Dean, Jr. 
Rice, Jr. Irvin Feldman ClaII Chairman Alec Horwitz John N . Andrews 
Frederick A. Reuter 
Benjamin Richman 
Rafael Rivera-Aulet . Class of 1924 
Amount: $205.00 
. Class of 1917 WilliamM. 
Amount: $135.00 Ballinger 
Darwin Hecht Cla11 Charman 
Daniel S Lockwood Robert Chiascione 
Howard H. Edith S. Hewitt 
Montgomery Richard M. Hewitt 
464.00, an increase of 111 donors and 
nearly $7,000 over last year. Of the 
donors, 961 were medical alumni who 
gave $55,355. Friends accounted for the 
remaining 25 donors and $5,109.00. 
J . Albert Peter!On Stanton S . 
Barney Plotnick Hoechstetter 
Joseph Stein Francis L. Hummer 
A. M. Ziiani, Sr. Peter J. Milazzo 
Will is B. Morse 
• Class of 1925 Lester M. Petrie 
Amount: $500 .00 Walter R. Stokes 
Margaret M. 
Nicholson • Class of 1929 
ClaIJ Chairman Amount: $165.00 
George L. Bowen LaBeryl H . 
Robert Denison Alexander 
Russel McNi1t David E. Garcia 
Esther A. Nathanson Harry A. Gilbert 
Bernard Notes Morris H . 
Louis Rosenblatt 
W. Lewis Schafer 
Goldenberg 
William R. Thomas 
Alice H. Kiessling 
Henry M. Lowden 
. Class of 1926 Joseph Sadoff 
Amount: $185.00 • Class of 1930 
David G. Arenson 
Louis Dantzig Amount: $790.00 
Walter N. Nelson John L. Cardwell 
Peter Pulman Arthur L. DelGrego 
Xavier C. Suraci Daniel S. DeStio Fred R. Kelly 
. Class of 1927 Oscar Lavine 
Amount: $590.00 Emanuel Liccese 
Julius S. Neviaser John B. Marbury 
ClaIJ Chairman Francis A. Merlo 
Samuel S. Adler Samuel Morrock 
Edith P. Brown David E. Quinn 
Carey W. Durham Luis A. Sanchez 
Abe S. Finkelstein William Schneider 
William Z. Fradkin Aaron S. 
Morton Gi1telman Schwartzman 
Earl W . Graeff Frank J. Vita 
David H. Hersh Harry W allemein 
David B. Levine Joseph C. Weisman 
George H. Smith, Jr. Charles B. Wigderson Paul C. Van Narca 
Martin L. Weitz . Class of 1931 
. Class of 1928 Amount: $1,295.00 
Amount: $185.00 Richard V. 
Gilbert Orcenberg Mattingly 
Cl111s Chairman ClaII Chairman 
Abraham M. Balter Jose A. Aybar 
Cedric C. Carpenter Continued Emil S. Goodyear 
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William H. Cements • Class of 1934 Oarence R. Harunan Edward J. Taggart David S. Gordon William K. Barton Donald A. Kirk James E. Loggins 
A. Derwin Cooper Amount: $1,920.00 Frederick G. Helwig Louis H. Tobin Roberr M. Greenberg Bruce H . Borum Jack Kleh Robert J. McCarthy Aloha H . Crowther William Brainin Albert M. Horne AllenWidome Thorval L. Hickman Alfred B. Brounan Charles S. Leuch WorrhyW. Ernest H . Dengler Maurice T. George Hutto W illiamC. Mary 0 . Cruise Seymour Lifschucz McKinney Harry F. Dowling Gromet Robert J . Kass an Class of 1939 Jenkins, Jr. Theodora Dakin Charles S. Lueth Thomas W. Mears Rex Henson C/,m Chttirmrn Philip F. Lustbader Amount: $1,216.94 Nnrman B. Kanof AndrewP. Christopher J . Robert 0 . Neilson Murray B. Jacobson Arrhur G. Balcer Irvin L. Reif Maurice Mensh Mark H . Lepper Dedick, Jr. Murphy, Jr. Eudell G. Paul Maurice J . Kossow Paul H . Case Frances E. Russolillo Cl11JJ Chttim11m William Lewis John P. Dockcor Richard E. Palmer Hugh W. Randel Elmer W. Lewis V. Jackson Dorset Harry Sacks William E. Bageant Virgil A. LoRusso Samuel Dove Muriel Raum Spencer B. Reid George H . Maggio Edward G. Edwards Frank Shapiro Lester A. Barnett Hugh Mahoney John C. Fawcett Mary K. Sarrwell B. K. Rose Joan F. McGreevy Raymond T. Eklund Victor Siegel Howard A. Donald George D . McAfee John B. Fegan John C. Sherburne John L. Beveridge Miller George I. Gould Michael W . Spiriro Sanford W . HowardG. Herbert J . Forrest Paul E. Spray Siddoway, Jr. SaulM. Miller Milton R. Kramer Alfred J. Suraci French Ill McQuarrie James C Francis Lloyd J . Steffan James A. Sowers John J . Mollica Samuel N. Lipsett George Tolscoi Joseph M. Friedman R. Sherman Mills Joseph D. Cyril L. Velkofi Raymond Stoller John A. PutPura Theodore E. Mandy Camp S. Huntington John S. Moore Franzoni III Roberr 0. Warthen Roy R. Schubert Richard C. Meo . Class of 1937 Richard E. Kelso David C. Mounrain Richard S. Graves Harris A. Weisse Class of 1947 Herman J . Segaul Arthur Miosky Amount: $1,080.00 Charles E. Law, Sr. Leo H . Mugmon Emerson E. Hoppes William W. Zeller Amount: $1,880.00 Arrhur A. Siniscal Paul E. Noonan Charles S. Coakley George Macatee, Jr. Perry J . Nott John D. Hoyle WilliamB. Leo C. Varden Irving Ocheret ClttII Ch111rm11n Robert C. Maher Morris H . Rosenberg Oark F. Johnson Class of 1945 McAvoy 
Henry L. Peckham Manuel Baralc Henry S, Parker A. Leonard Smith Harold N. Kagan Amount: $1,269.80 James G. Sites 
• Class of 1932 Carolyn Pincock Edwin R. Brody CharlesR. George Speck Irving Kaufman Frederick B. ClttII Ch11irm1n 
Amount : $870.00 Glen Pincock John P. Oum Richardson CharlesW. James L. Kelly Hartsoek Seymour L. Alterman 
Carmen and Clark W. Royer Alexander B. Urhai V. Wilcox II Thompson Suzanne Kling Lester Lando Theodore P. Barss 
Raymond Leland E. Stevenson Crampton EdwardC. Allen Zellis Persis M. Kroucil ClttII Chttirm1n Harry S. Berlesky 
Mejia-Ruiz James M. Suter Sebastian A. Donghia Wilson, Jr. Class of 1942 William Kurstin John P. Carter William Chin 
ClaII Cht#rm1n Marjorie C. Horner John D. Larson, Jr. Irving S. Cooper Robert V. Choisser 
Harry Adler Class of 1935 Walter A. Kostecki • Class of 1940 Amount: $1,612.78 Samuel D. Loube Homer Ellsworth Walter H . Comer 
Henry R. Alpert Amount : $1,515 .00 Rocco G. Lapenta Amount: $1,587.40 Marvin P. Footer Sally S. MacDonald Joseph P. Farrell Carl A. Dicksa 
Abraham I. Beacher Arnold Albert Irving Larkey James S. Winn 
Cl11u Chttimutn James T . Makinson Jason Geiger John F. Dillon 
Henry S. Blank Emil H. Bauersfeld Angelo May Cl11II Chttirman Fred B. Agee, Jr. John W. McCrea William J . Gyarfas Donald N . Fede 
Louis C. Boas Edith L. Brown Carlos A. Quilichini Gustavus D. Bock John A. Bcall Ariel Mengarini John D. Joliet Wilson L. Hall 
Darrell C. Crain Richard B. Castell Richard S. Quinlan Joseph V. Casella Paul W . Burleson Harry Merliss Walter Kurland Robert M. Hodges 
Harry S. Douglas L. Huntley Cate Albert I. Robins Jacob M. Danish Horace Chaicin Primo P. Mori Waynard W. Lowe Quentin E. Howard 
Charles H . Ficek Joseph DeMarco, Jr. Louis Ross Phil C. Engelskirger Arthur W. Oareman Dee R. Parkinson John Mcloone J . Monce Johnston 
I. Louis Hoffman Cecil Rudner W illiamDemck Morris Pearlmutter Lowell G. Merrill Paul Kaufman 
Milton D. Klein 
GregoryR. 
Myrtle S. Vigilance 
Eli S. Goldensohn Jean Dunham W. Roberr Perkins Max S. Millar Roberr T. Lyons D"Onofrio Gordon C. Hall M. J . Folscon Charles H . Place, Jr. Paul A. Lichunan Wellington Hung Roy B. Hammond Spencer K. Miller Edward C. McGarry 
Edward I. Melich William Jacobs . Class of 1938 Thomas H. Lane 
Norman A. Gililland Helen T. Rothfus Bennett Olshaker William R. McShane 
Roberr M. Olson Benjamin B. Johnson Amount: $1,215.00 John W . Latimer Joseph N . Hamm Leo H. Siegel H. Eugene Patterson Charles L. Melenyzer Harry Orleans H . James Kurcz B. G. Smith Lester L. Vargas Frank N . Miller, Jr. John H. Kuitert Albert S. Bright Richard C. Murphy Shirley P. Leva Gordon M. Smith Duane C. Richuneyer Julius Lebowitz George T. Mitchell Lorenz E. Joseph K. Niswonger 
Harry J . Robb Clau Ch11irman A. R. MacPherson Daniel Stone Zimmerman Edward O'Neill 
Frank A. Susan 
Benjamin Manchester Bruce H. Bennett Aaron G. Saidman Robert]. McCullock Kenneth C. Sze Walter Pavluk 
David L. WeinStein 
Arthur J. Mandy Benedict H . Birkel William E. Scorer John B. Merrie k Raymond J . Winfield Class of 1946 Maurice S. Rawlings I. Bruce McQuarrie Theodore T. Bronk John S. Morris I Michael Garner Meads Charles W . Brown Thiemeyer, Jr. George Q. Neslen Clas; of 1944 Amount: $1 ,572.40 James A. Sargent . Class of 1933 Michoel S. Popkin Benjamin J . Chester LukeYoundt HowardP. Jose L. Silva Jean E. Paquin Charles Squires Amount : $825 .00 Nathan Robbins Cully A. Cobb, Jr. William A. Robie Amount : $2,899.80 Treichler 
MilronM. Edgar A. Rogge Margaret V. Eyler . Class of 1941 ~ Thomas W. Scandlyn Joseph Kolker ClaII ChttirmatJ William L. Stone Greenberg Luther H . Snyder Arrhur Forst Amounc:$2,391.80 Cyril A. Schulman ClaII Cha1rman Samuel W. • Class of 1948 H . Herb err lnsel Morris Springer Everett C. Freer Brace F. Harrwell 
il Oscar Sugar 
William W. Barrett Adams, Jr. 
ClttII Ch11irmrn A. H. Steinberg Armand B. Gordon ClaII Chllimutn Henry Thompson Mark Baum Charles Barker Amount: U,543.80 
Samuel Breslow Irving Tarasuk Joseph T. Gusek Charles Bernstein Henry G. Wagner Margaret E. Callan Roberr C. Beck Walter F. 
Joseph G. Epstein Irvine Weinstein Mark R. Harwood Lester S. Blumenthal Carl H. Whalen John C. Carmen Olaf Christoffersen Cresswell, Jr. 
Ruch Jackson Samuel A. Hillman F. D. Brawer George Carroll Glenn 0. Daycon, Jr. ThomasR. 
Andrew L. Laurie . Cl11Ss of 1936 Ralph I. Jacobs Jerome Brawer Clnss of 1943 George Cox Fredrick Friedrich Jenkins, Jr . 
Samuel Levin Amount : $1,645 .00 Daniel Jaffe Irving B. Brick Amount: $3,390.00 Sidney S. George L. Gee, Jr. Clau Chttirm1n 
Joseph Marco S. G. Baldwin Bernard Katzen John H. Burke Ardeshir B. Goldensohn Norman P. Goldstein Robert Ballard 
Verlin E. Miles ]. E. Boncomase William T. Lady J. Floyd Cannon Irani, Jr. Joel G. Holmes Franklin D. Raymond I. Band 
W illiam S. Miller James T. Burns Wilkins R. Manning Abraham W. Danish ClaII Chttirman Henry W . Jaeger Hendricks Wells E. Brockbank 
Lance C. Price Josephine M. Chapin Samuel R. Millen Frederick Y. Donn George D. Adams Burron R. James Richard F. Hoffman Charles B. Cook 
George Prussia William D. Chase Samuel J . Sugar Herman 0. Dreskin HarveyH. W. S. Jarvis Morton Johan Joseph C. Cullina 
Alfred H . Richwine Wesley Connor, Jr. Benjamin H . John B. Evansca Ammerman William S. William H. Johnson Continued Henry B. Woo Edward E. Ferguson Sullivan, Jr. John F. Fagan Rogelio E. Arias Jasper, Sr. Donald P. King 
12 13 
Newel G. Daines, Jr. H. M. Brooks, Jr. Ralph L. Wroth Dale H. Magleby John T. Hart George A. Boinis • Class of 1959 Richard R. O'Reilly William R. Loscher Patrick C. Dietler George J. Cohen Michael A. Young Glenn C. Millar Fred G. Hilkert Samuel V. Boor Amount: $759.80 Willard S. James E. McCreedy Thomas E. Doody Audrey M. Connor Howell D. Miller Bruce G. Horowitz Lawrence B. Carr John L. Fox Putnam, Jr. Assadullah Carl L. Ebnother Anthony DiBenedetto • Class of 1952 Richard R. Owen Peter LaMotte Gilbert R. Oark Class Chairman William E. Roll, Jr. Meymandi-Nejad C. Gordon Edgren George E. Files Amount: $1,584.80 Glen E. Padgett Sanuel H. Langstaff Mervyn J. Covey Arnold B. Barr Norman M. Sawyer Joseph Micale Marshall H. Jacobson Tobias R. Funt Gloria Brennan Louis R . Perna Lawrence C. Marcella Robert H. Craft Alan B. Barton David L. Schafer Richard Ostler JohnM. Warren Gillette Class Chairman David J. Rosenblum John 0. Marcin James N. Craigie Edward A. Behnke Seth T. Shaw, Jr. Herman L. Rundle Kennelly, Jr. Robert D. Gillman Bruce B. Bellomy Stanley B. Rosendorf HowardG. Jerome H. Cripe Samuel M. Belinsky Daniel T. Shreve Harris D. Shifrin Howard W. Kimball AliceW. Hambey Thales Bowen, Jr. B. W. Sanders McQuarrie Oifford N. Cutler John R. Blodgett, Jr. William H. Snook Lowell M. Weiss William Knauer, Jr. Allen L. Haslup Robert G. Brewer James A. Scansfield William Murphy Leonard B. Dire Dale S1ewarc Elliot Wilner Leroy F. Lundy Katherine W. Noel F. Strasser Robert Riker Orville W. Donnelly Harry S. Brown Anne M. Zevallos Michael A. Corrado James D. Cozzarelli Sally S. MacDonald Kalman Thomas M. Davis Ernest H. Teagle Guy H. Robinson, Jr. Burton S. Epstein Ruth Dickerson . Class of 1963 Matthew J. Marano KarlP. Kolb John B. Doyle, Jr. Polly T. Teagle Jonas B. Suhayl J. Farha Delamar J. Gibbons . Class of 1961 Amount: $265.00 Bertie Nelson Jack Leckie HaroldN. Robert Tugendhaft Robitseher, Jr. Morris Feitel Martin A. Ginsburg Amount: $388.00 Fenwich P. Bradley Robert B. Nuttall C. Sruart Linwin Eccles1on, Jr. Charles Wellso MaynardB. William B. Galbraith Leonard H. Violet Bowen FrankM. Bernard H. Ostrow James C. Mandes WilfredR. Rmermund Willis L. Irwin Glassmann Hugh Buckingham Lawrence A. Post Dean H. Martin Ehrmantraut • Class of 1954 Charles U. Shilling Stanley M. Kirson Haikaz M. Grigorian Clas1 Chairman Thomas E. Bucknell John Prichard Mary H. McConnell Harry H. Ennis Amount: $1,617.40 Nelson M. Tart Merlin H. Mauk Glen C. Hillery Burton N. Alier John T. Bystrom Robert Rohn Donald S. Nelson OarenceE. NormanC. Fred K. Viren V algene M. Milstead Ward B. Hurlburt Howard S. Baer Paul Cohen Jack P. Segal Alton M. Paull Everhart, Jr. Kramer Everett C. Mosley JohnE. Kelly Robert Calvo David H. Goodman Richard B. Speaker Bertram L. Pear Robert F. Feltman BarberC. Leonard Plaine Richard B. Thomas Colmey Robert W. Hobson Nicholas E. St. John Raul G. Reyes Abraham Gimble Palmer, Jr. • Class of 1956 Randi V. Rosvoll Killen, Jr. J. Lyle Conrad Howard L. Judd Benjamin D. Thaw Herman H. Rock William 0. Green Clas1 Chairmni Amoun1: $1,827.40 Roberta Slonim Robert S. Kinder Jack P. Covell Jerome S. King TalmageM. Charles J. Richard E. Hunmn Harold F. Albert Oscar I. Dodek, Jr. Ronald W. Smith F. A. Kunkle Robert A. Derro Anita Lao Thomson Savarese, Jr. Paul R. Mayberry Robert Bahr Reginald P. Louis F. Warrick, Jr. Stephen A. Landaw Morron G. Fried W airer J. Lewis III Neville I. Donald C. Schmidt John C. Mayne Fred G. Blum, Jr. McManus Donald W. Wiczer Frank J. Laudonio Milton Gallant Barry Modlin Throckmorton, Jr. Emily F. Upton A. Donald Merritt Areras Boone Class Chairmm Joseph B. Woodson Samuel E. Long William C. James Paul M. Negulescu Glenn A. Warner Frank Weaver, Jr. Charles C. Morledge MiltnnBoyd Jack L. Barga J. Allen Lowman John H. Jennings Luis A. Passalacqua Joseph C. Woo, Jr. Edwin D. Willett Oliver A. Muhonen Charles Butrey Margaret L. Brown Ronald Ottenberg F. Jay Keefer Lawrence Purcell Frank E. W inter George D. Oakley James W. Chaney Maurice C. Covey • Class of 1958 Robert N. Payne Norman Knorr James W. Reed . Class of 1949 Edwin C. Wood WoodrowH. Stephen W. Deiter Oshin Der-Stepanian Amouni: $963.23 William L. Pogue Lawrence S. Margolis Barney S. Saunders Amouni: $1,190.00 Pickering Ted L. Flickinger John T. Domann Ronald S. Deiich Fredric C. Perron Jacob L. Mathis, Jr. Lloyd E. Sedgewick George A. . Class of 195 l Ray E. Plymyer David K. Ginsberg William R. Egbert Clau Chairman William L. Powell Jay H. Miller Eugene H. Sullivan Keiser, Jr. Amount: $1,317.40 Raymond E. Rapp John W. Harris William T. Ellingion Bernard L. Albert Theodore R. Purcell Valery T. Miller Class of 1964 Clas1 Chairman Lavane E. Sansum Robert Heywood John J. Evans Edward U. Scherer Allen M. Mondzac . C. David Cooper William L. Banfield Glenn Baird Clau Chairman Theodore A. Schultz Richard E. Horton John Penick John N. Bartone Charles S. Walkoff Charles Necnech Amount: $170.00 PhilipT. Band William]. Anson H. S1age PaulR. Knox Lynn D. George John W. Bunke Melvin C. Williams Fernando Ramirez John H. Brazinsky Samuel S. Binder Barrison, Jr. JamesH. Robert C. Marrin Kenneth D. Graham John D. Campbell Lynn .B. Rowe David C. Burdge Thompson H. Boyd Harry B. Bea11y Stallings, Jr. John R. Mazero Harold R. Hand Paul H. Daines Robert Schull Alan K. Glaser B. Robert Thomas C. Blair Charles A. Srump Albert J. Miele John C. Holley, Jr. J. Ronald Day . Class of 1960 Robert M. Senior J. Robert Herdt Cooperman JohnF. Blue Richard C. Tripp Roger Parkinson James R. Marquis Benjamin Dinerman Amount: $589.00 William H. Sheffield Samuel B. Itseoitz James L. Curtis Maryanna D. Bremer H. Robert Unger J. V. Pistone Elden L. Mohr Paul R. Dinsmore Charles D. William C. Stanley F. Kulaga Harold M. English Jam es C. Bruce Roger D. Whitehead John Pauly Stanley A. Harold W. Draper Daily, Jr. Silberman Jerry M. Lyle Robert L. Greenlee Jack Crowell Richard Slack Mueller, Jr. Neil W. Goodsell Class Chairman Peggy Ann Srubbs Isidore Mihalakis William M. Hardy Jack Fealy . Class of 1953 Oscar C. Stine Stephen S. Pappas Oaire L. Hammel Lucille Anstine Richard L. Tenney Leslie I. Rose Donald L. Howie John W. Gates Amouni: $1,797.40 Rodney A. Stone Mark B. Raymond John Paul Jones, Jr. Helen C. Bonbrest Francis X. Urbanski Richard Triggs Robert L. Jenkins, Jr. Keith C. Greaves Jerome H. Epstein James R. Stormont H. H. Reily, Jr. Robert J. Levine Gerald Bowen Andrew A. Wallman Thomas M. Webster Arthur G. Law Marlin E. Hansen Cltm Chairman Carlton E. Swett Donald Richman George Liss Mary J. Burgess Daniel B. White Gilbert S. Lee R. Riggs Klika Carl E. Balli Howard E. Tickdn George Rivara Tim W. McCorwin Don B. Cameron Class of 196 5 Thomas P. Mahaney Robert L. Krichrnar Gilbert D. Barkin Harold T. Tuch Neofytos T. Tsaogaris Erven J. Nelson Robert W. Cantrell . Class of 1962 Amount: $3 51.12 Arnold Michael Richard Manthey Dorothy R. Brodie Jack H. Wilson J. D. Wilkes Joseph J. Pollock I. Allen Chirls Amount: $210.00 G. B. Bloom Raymond M. Nichols Joseph R. McWhirt David S. Davis Class of 1955 Kathryn Williams Raymond]. Joseph A. Evers George F. OsborneD. AnnW. Smith John B. Monier Charles C. Duffy . Gilbert H. Young Radecnacher Victor A. Fazekas Buerger, Jr. Christenson Robert J. Solomon Joseph W. Pidgeon William H. Ferguson Amount: $1,223 .70 Erick R. Raczer Philip Goodman Michael F. Buscemi RobertE. Fred B. Tomlinson Maxine Schutter John C. Gall Jerome W. Canter Robert H. Reed William G. Grundon Michael R. Fogel Delashmutt Gerald A. Williams Rodmond Smith William B. Glew Cltm Chairman . Class of 1957 Ivan C. Schatten Ronald E. Guniher Hurbert M. Gulak Alan E. Freeland Thomas W. Y ecman Charles Townsend Howard L. Gordon Charles Behrens Amount: $990.00 Darrell R. Slette Barbara J. Haddad Talmage G. Hiebert James H. Mering, Jr. 
aass of 1950 Malcolm S. Forest K. Harris II Lafayette E. Burns George F. George F. Snell Harold M. Hagen Arthur C. Hur1, III Paul C. Taylor . Van De Water Paul T. Healy John T . Chapman Sengstack Jere B. S1ern R.R. Hagley Jack E. Kundin W. V. Vieweg 
Amount: $1,910.00 Jose R. Vigoreaux John F. Ice Robert F. Dyer Clau Chairman Charles H. Jack S. Johnson John M. Lanham 
Jess D. Green, Jr. Warren E. Wacker Jack Jensen Richard J. Endres William B. Anderson Troshinsky Severance B. Kelley Francis M. Lehke . Class of 1966 
Cltm Chairman Robert L. Wade Robert G. Kinsman Wilfred E. Gallinek George W. Bauer Morron B. Waldman Paul A. Manolukas Fred B. Liebler Norris B. A. S. Abraham Robert K. Wineland Robert V. Larson Parvin D . Gillim Norman K. Bohrer Theodore C. Woy Earl R. Olsen George A. Liebler Harbold, Jr. 
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HOSPITAL 
Close-up from observatory through telephoto 
lens. Above, overall view from the top 
through wide angle lens during thoracic 
surgery. 
Major surgery came into sharp focus 
for professional viewers as the observa-
tion galleries over Operating Rooms # 1 
and # 2 in The Bender Surgical Suite 
opened for use in September. 
The only ones in Washington, the 
galleries are the gift of Mr. Jack Bender, 
industrialist-builder, in honor of Dr. Alec 
Horwitz, Clinical Professor of Surgery. 
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The observatory is reached by an 
entrance serving both galleries, a full 
floor above the operating rooms. Benches 
line the sides of each octagonal gallery 
at a comfortable height for surgical ob-
servers who watch the procedure below 
through glass panels. 
The rooms are sealed off from the 
operating theater but two-way com-
munication connects them with the sur-
gical teams. 
Procedures below are completely un-
obstructed by lighting which was espe-
cially engineered for GWU Hospital by 
the architectural firm of Faulkner, Kings-
bury & Stenhouse. A bank of lights is 
centered over each OR, slightly above the 
level of the glass-enclosed viewers. The 
sealed beam, pre-focused lights are di-
rected differently for the rooms: OR 
# 1 lights are set for neurological or 
back surgery; OR #2 lights are set for 
chest and cardiovascular surgery. The 
operating tables are adjusted according 
to the banks of overhead beams so that 
auxiliary lights from below are unneces-
sary for the surgeon. 
Sixteen pairs of binoculars will soon 
be part of the permanent installation, per-
mitting close-up views that are magnified 
six times greater than the field. 
Closed circuit television cables are 
already installed, and transmission will 
begin of surgical procedures after re-




Medicine Prof. KENNETH L. BECKER 
is directing the Medical Genetics sessions 
of a program of Postgraduate Medical 
Education, presented at the VA Hospital 
where he is Chief of the Section of Metab-
olism and Genetics. 
Psychiatry Prof. SIDNEY L. WERKMAN 
has been appointed to a four year term 
as a Member of the Mental Health Study 
Section at NIH, and as a consultant to 
USPHS. 
GW professors who led luncheon dis-
cussions at the 51st Annual Scientific 
Assembly of the Interstate Postgraduate 
Medical Association were Drs. ROBERT 
S. HIGDON, Dermatology; HAROLD STEV-
ENS, Neurology; LEON YOCHELSON, Psy-
chiatry; BRIAN BLADES, Surgery; ROBERT 
H. BARTER, Ob-Gyn; and THOMAS McP. 
BROWN, Medicine. Orthopedic Surgery 
Prof. JOHN P. ADAMS discussed "Foot 
Problems." Dean JOHN PARKS, President 
of the Association, spoke on "Gynecologic 
Care of Postmenopausal Patients." A 
clinic on "Rehabilitation of the Stroke 
Patient," was conducted by Drs. BROWN, 
IRENE G . TAMAGNA, and CHARLES S. 
WISE. 
Anesthesiology Prof. s. N. ALBERT 
served as Visiting Professor at the Uni-
versity of Tokyo during the month of 
September. While there he set up the 
I 
I 
procedure he developed for simultaneous 
measurement of red cell plasma and extra-
cellular fluid volume with two new types 
of counters. 
Microbiology Prof. MARY LOUISE ROB-
BINS was among the more than 400 Amer-
ican participants in the 9th International 
Congress for Microbiology in Moscow in 
July. She visited Soviet research institutes 
in Moscow and Sukhumi, in the Georgian 
Soviet Socialist Republic. 
A typical institute in Moscow is the 
Gamaleya Institute for Epidemiology and 
Microbiology of the USSR Academy of 
Medical Sciences. Here, as in several 
other institutes in Moscow, medical scien-
tists research the same types of microbio-
logical problems as their counterparts in 
our own NIH. But unlike the U.S. gov-
ernment laboratories, the Gamaleya In-
stitute develops and produces vaccines 
against microbial infections. Particular 
emphasis is placed on living vaccines. 
Jn Sukhumi, on the eastern shore of 
the Black Sea, the USSR Academy of 
Medical Sciences has established its Insti-
tute of Experimental Pathology and Ther-
apeutics. This institute (once directed by 
Pavlov) has been highly successful in 
establishing a colony of baboons now in 
its seventh generations. Although micro-
biological problems of animals are investi-
gated, probably the most important scien-
tific contributions are the studies on the 
behavior of these baboon families. 
The Interstate Postgraduate Medical 
Association presented $500 research 
awards to two young members of the 
faculty: Prof. GEORGE v. VAHOUNY and 
Dr. JOHN K. WALES. 
Associate Professor in the Department 
of Biochemistry, Prof. Vahouny has con-
ducted investigations in cardiac physiol-
ogy. His basic research has had practical 
application in the study and care of 
patients. A GW graduate, he has been 
associated with the University in teaching 
and research since 1953. 
Dr. Wales, Assistant Professor of Med-
icine, conducts his research in diabetes 
and hypertension in relation to clinical 
pharmacology. A native of England and 
a medical graduate of the University of 
Leeds, he joined the faculty in 1965. He 
is a member of the GW research team in 
clinical pharmacology at the Washington 
Hospital Center. 
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Dr. THOMAS M. PEERY has been 
elected Vice President of the American 
Society of Clinical Pathologists. 
Surgery Chief BRIAN BLADES was fea-
tured on the cover of Modern Medicine, 
Oct. 10. He was praised for his dedica-
tion in training young surgeons and his 
work on pulmonary lobectomy. The 
whole spectrum of science has helped to 
change surgery, he says, pointing to con-
tributions of anesthesiologists, chemists 
and bacteriologists who have made many 
things possible without getting much 
credit. 
Dr. Blades sees the next surgical break-
through as organ transplantation. The 
big barrier now is ~he rejection factor. 
In the first edition of his Surgical Dis-
eases of the Chest, Dr. Blades devoted 
only a few paragraphs to coronary disease. 
The new edition, just out, has consider-
ably more to say about it. 
Dr. MONROE ROMANSKY, a 1933 grad-
uate of the University of Maine, was pre-
sented a Career Award and named Man 
of I 966 by the Maine General Alumni 
19 
Dean JOHN PARKS was named Presi-
dent-Elect of the Association of American 
Medical Colleges at the group's 77th An-
nual Meeting in San Francisco in Oct. 
He will succeed President William N. 
Hubbard, Jr., of the University of Michi-
gan, at the Annual Meeting in Detroit 
next year. 
Dean Parks is a member of the AAMC 
Executive Council and Chairman of the 
Federal Health Programs Committee. 
Association "in recognition of the many 
outstanding honors already received and 
for his superlative contributions as a 
member of learned professional and sci-
entific organizations ... to cite his activi-




Senior Bertram Sidney Liebross, 26 years 
old, from Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Junior Kenneth A. Fisher, af?e 25, of 
Brookline, Massachusett.~ 
The four students on this page are studying medicine at GW on scholarships pro-
vided by the Medical Alumni Association. Gifts to the Medical Annual Support 
Program insure the education of a member of each class each year. 
Sophomore Brian Holober, 22, of Be-
thesda, Maryland 
.,,. 
Freshman Roger C. Husted, 22 years old, 
from Alamo, California 
Two students from Africa entering the 
School this year are shown with Dean 
Parks and President Elliott at Freshman 
Orientation. Next to the Dean is Louis 
Tshisuaka Kanda of Leopoldville, Congo, 
and Flavius A. Akerele of Nigeria is next 
the President. 
Mr. Kanda is a graduate of Long Beach 
City College and of U.C.L.A., where he 
received his BA in zoology, lettered in 
soccer, participated in intramural sports 
and was a member of the International 
Club. 
Mr. Akerele, whose father is a gyne-
cologist, is a graduate of Boston Univer-
sity where he was a dean's list student and 
secretary of the Africa Students Union. 
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1967 INTERNSHIPS 
Senior medical students are currently 
filing applications for 1967 internships. 
Last year's matching internship program 
was the most successful to date, with 
99 % of the graduates obtaining their 
first or second choice. 
Students will welcome assistance from 
medical alumni in recommending quali-
fied seniors for hospitals of their choice. 
Subject to the approval of their chiefs 
of service, this year's seniors will be given 
more time to visit hospitals away from 
the Washington area where they may be 
considering interning. 
Sophomore Marc Sanders spent last 
summer in the Commissioned Officers 
Student Training Extern Program, work-
ing with computerized aids to medical 
diagnosis. Here at the Heart Disease 
Control Program's Instrumentation Field 
Station (USPHS), he is shown recording 
heart sounds on a tape that later will be 
put in a computer to measure and in-
terpret the recording. 
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ALUMNI 
'18 KATHARINE W. WRIGHT, vice president of 
the medical staff at Fairview Hospital, Chi-
cago, recently received a Distinguished Serv-
ice Award from the University of Wisconsin. 
Dr. Amster 
'32 MIL TON W. AMSTER, of Roche Labora-
tories, was instrumental in securing the new 
Network for Continuing Medical Education for 
GW and other medical centers under a grant 
arrangement. NCME supports the production, 
duplication and distribution of scientific 
video tapes made in medical centers to other 
schools and hospitals. Annual and production 
grants are sponsored by Roche. 
'32 EDWARD I. MELICH was elected Chair-
man of the Board of Governors of The Ameri-
can College of Gastroenterology, and not of 
The American College of Physicians, as re-
ported erroneously in the last issue. 
'38 WILBUR W. HIEHLE, who has held key 
medical positions in Joint and Unified Com-
mands in Asia, South America and Europe, 
was recently designated Surgeon of First U.S. 
Army, with headquarters at Fort George G. 
Meade, Maryland. His article, "Anatomy of 
Consolidation-First and Second U.S. Armies 
Merge," appears in the October issue of Mili- , 
tary Medicine. 
'43 HARRY CLARK BATES, JR., has been 
elected Medical Director of the Shenandoah 
Life Insurance Company of Roanoke. 
'44 DR. RICHARD E. PALMER is the overseer 
of a futuristic looking machine that can tell 
you, in two minutes, whether you have an 
overdose of sugar, calcium, urea nitrogen, or 
protein mixed with your red and white cor-
puscles. Set up at Alexandria Hospital under 
Dr. Palmer's supervision, the "Sequential Mul-
tiple Autoanalyzer" will perform twelve sepa-
rate chemical tests that would require a 
laboratory technologist the better part of a 
day to do. In contrast with humans, the 
"SMA-12" almost never errs, and in an eight-
hour day, as many as 224 patients can receive 
full blood chemistry profiles, facilitating the 
speed and wide battery of tests that are an 
important aid in diagnosis and treatment. 
'48 BERYL C. KESTER, Chief of Psychiatry, 
D.C. Children's Center, has been honored for 
her outstanding career by the Washington 
School for Secretaries. Upon graduating from 
that school, Dr. Kester completed her medical 
education and, after devoting eleven years to 
private practice and raising her three chil-
dren, she returned to school for three years' 
specialized training in psychiatry. 
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'53 THOMAS F. MEANEY, Department of Ra-
diology, Cleveland Clinic, with a Urology De-
partment colleague, has developed a new 
approach to diagnosis and treatment of ren·a1 
neoplasm which inhibits the spread of tumor 
cells in radical nephrectomy by using selec-
tive renal angiography and radical transperi-
toneal nephrectomy. 
'57 DAVID J. BU RAM has become a staff mem-
ber, specializing in ear, nose and throat, at 
the St. Louis Park Medical Center. 
'59 PhD SAMUEL W. GREENHOUSE has been 
appointed Chief of the Epidemiology and Bi-
ometry Branch, Program Services, National 
Institute of Child Health and Human Develop-
ment, NIH. 
'59 EDWARD U. SCHERER has established 
medical practice with the Russellton Medical 
Group in New Kensington, Pa., specializing in 
internal medicine. 
'62 ASSADULLAH MEYMANDl-NEJAD is now 
a full time psychiatrist in the county guidance 
center, Cumberland County, N.C. 
NECROLOGY 
Boyd, James I. '26 
Forestville, Maryland 
Silverman, Morris '33 
Washington, D. C. 
Clum, John P. '37 
Hyattsvi lie, Maryland 
DuChez, John William '43 
Washington, D. C. 
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A1edical A lun1ni Calendar 
'lOVEl\JBER 8 \\II l..IA\ISBl RG, VA. 
Medical Society of Virginia 
Reception- Williamsburg Lodge- 6-8 p.m. 
l\OVEMBER 14 W\SHI LTO , D. l. 
Combined Meeting 
D.C.-Southern Medical Societies 
Statler Hilton Hotel 
Reception- Congressional Room- 12 Noon 
Luncheon- Congressional Room- 12:30 p.m. 
Speaker- Dr. Lawrence Lamb 
"Space Medicine" 
:\OVF MBER 29 I AS VEGAS, 'EV. 
The Sands Hotel- 6-8 p.m. 
Reception- Intermountain Alumni Association 
Howard McQuarrie '55, Host 
